
Genius No 214     Set by Puck   

 

Across 

 

4 US actress appearing as French novelist and artist ... (6,7) 

5 ... one getting fired in a 13 film (6) 

9 One of Santa's little helpers goes after one 8, originally 

going by this alone (6) 

10 Deal with a tot misbehaving when fed by nurse (6,2) 

11 US seaside picnic set (8) 

13 Literary genre providing some flipping terrific scenarios 

(3-2) 

14 Knotty art of master wizard (7) 

16 Potential lifesaver providing food in a forest for pigs (3,4) 

17 One of a pair, a giant cat after a good meal (5) 

18 Cuts head off yellow flowers (8) 

19 Chickens, when crossing road (7) 

21 Fish meal's about 40% trout (5) 

23 Made fresh tear (7) 

24 Outdated language spoilt the life-story movie no end? Just 

the opposite (8) 

26 Straying women leaving two dads on bad terms (2,4) 

28 One-off flyer arriving with post? (6) 

29 Greenish-yellow colour of car that's French, not English (6) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 15 clues the wordplay (or a second definition) 

leads to a solution after someone has been 8, the 

definition for which has gone missing but turns 

up as a solution elsewhere. Letter counts for the 

15 clues are for the solutions before 8; but in 10 

cases the required grid entry is the solution after 

8. All grid entries are normal words and phrases 

or, in one case, an acronym. 

 

 

Deadline for entries is 23:59 GMT on Saturday 1 

May. You need to register once and then sign on 

to theguardian.com to enter our online 

competition for a £100 prize. 

 

 

 

 

 

Down 

 

1 Early part of last month going between home and hospital 

department, when off colour (8) 

2 Scottish farms initially can't refrain offender from 8 (6) 

3 Reddish-brown fish which leaves sound when blown by 

gentle breeze? (8) 

4 One's often drunk from tap in US (6) 

6 Found in muesli, numerous flaxseeds derived from plant of 

this genus (5) 

7,25 Little bird that might be long-tailed lark? (6) 

8 Devon town involving a description of Henry VIII, say, 

rather than VI (6,5) 

12 Firefighter arguably dressed aptly in red, primarily (5) 

15 Italian banker in jail is big chicken, lacking balls (5) 

17 Son of Welsh mother's upset about being black sheep of the 

family, say (8) 

18 Fat sailor's port formerly (8) 

20 Showing displeasure, when left in one wing of New York 

prison (8) 

22 Famously one of three creatures with three toes (6) 

25 See 7 

27 Deny making a racket (6) 

 


